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University of Mississippi football player dies in car wreck
BY PETE PORTER
tjporter@go.olemiss.edu

PHOTO COURTESEY OF TWITTER | The Daily Mississippian

Park Stevens

The Ole Miss family is
grieving over a student
death as a member of the
football team was killed last
Wednesday in a traffic accident in Chickasaw County.
Park Stevens, 20, of Columbus was killed when
his pickup collided with
the rear of an 18-wheeler at
Egypt Road and U.S. Highway 45A around 3 p.m.
Wednesday afternoon. He
was pronounced dead at the
scene.
A crowd of around 700 attended his funeral service
held Saturday at Mt. Vernon
Church in Columbus where
Stevens attended.
“Our team is hurting
with the loss of Park,” said
Ole Miss head coach Hugh
Freeze. “He was a tremendous young man that was
loved by his teammates and
coaches, and Rebel Nation

will never forget him. Our
thoughts and prayers are
with the Stevens’ family,
his friends, our team and all
those he touched during his
life.”
Stevens, who was known
off the field as a friend to
all and a stranger to no one,
began his love for sports
from an early age playing
football, basketball, and and
baseball. He was known as
humble, caring, and loyal
to teammates and many
friends. Stevens also spent
lots of time serving others
through the Joy Prom, Boys
and Girls Club and Special
Olympics.
“He touched everybody,
always had a smile on his
face,” said Charlie Scott, a
Madison native who played
with Stevens on the Ole
Miss football team. “One of
the best guys you could ever
meet.”
Scott said Stevens loved
going to practice every day

and being a part of SEC
football.
During his senior year of
high school at New Hope
High School, Stevens was
named a Max Emfinger All
American and played in the
Louisiana/Mississippi
All
Star Game. He attended
East Central Community
College for two years where
he played right guard in
2012 before transferring to
Ole Miss in the spring as
a walk-on to fulfill his lifelong dream of playing SEC
football, going through
spring drills as a backup offensive lineman. His hard
work payed off as he earned
numerous reps in the 2013
Grove Bowl.
Stevens is survived by his
parents Dean and Gail Stevens of Columbus, along
with with his brother, Terry Dale Cruse of St. Louis,
Mo., and his sister Tina Beth
Brown of Columbus.

Oxford and Lafayette County brace for population increase
BY MICHAEL BORKEY
jmborkey@go.olemiss.edu

From Sunday alcohol sales
to parking on the Square,
Oxford residents don’t always agree on everything,
but there is one thing about
Oxford and Lafayette County that everyone can agree
on: it is growing at a considerably fast rate.
“It absolutely has grown,”
said Richard Lowe, manager of Rebel Bookstore. “You
can tell since I got here (10
years ago) that there has
been a rise in student and
general population, definitely.”
According to numbers
provided by the Oxford
Chamber of Commerce, Lafayette County has grown
from 40,007 residents in
2002, to 49,433 residents
in 2012. Tim Akers, Oxford
City Planner, said most of
that population increase can
be attributed to the annexation of new land for the city

in 2007. That acquisition saw
the population of Oxford
alone add around an additional 5,000 residents.
The land annexation has
proven to affect the population greatly. From the
years 2002 to 2006, Lafayette County only saw a total
population increase of 1,000
residents. However, from
2007 to 2012 after the additional land was acquired, the
population growth percentage was 9.8 percent. That
increase is good for an average population growth of
1,577 residents per year.
“(Business) seems to have
an upward trend as the city
grows,” Lowe said. “Our
store is half text books and
that’s from the student population, so we don’t have a
ton of growth, but there is
definitely a progression.”
According to the city’s
land use plan, Oxford is projecting an increase of population from 21,173 in the
year 2000, to approximately

44,012 in 2020.
That population increase
might have an impact on local business.
“I don’t think it could
hurt,” Lowe said. “From the
business side, if we can keep
up with the traffic flow and
parking situations, I think it
will be good for everybody.”
That projection shows an
increase of over 50 percent.
However, those projections
are assuming that the trends
of the city’s use of existing
land, housing development
growth and existing and future zoning.
Aside from the acquisition of land in 2007, there
could be other reasons why
population has increased in
Oxford recently. According
to livability.com, Oxford
ranks as the nation’s secondbest small town, citing its
“Hollywood of the South”
atmosphere and stating it is
a place where “intellectual
See POPULATION, PAGE 3
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Recently, State Senator Brice
Wiggins (R-District 52) gave a
speech in Washington, D.C.,
promoting the Early Learning Collaborative Act of 2013.
This piece of legislation called
for the first ever state-funded
pre-kindergarten program in
Mississippi. I found nothing
odd about Wiggins giving this
speech, as he is the legislator
who pushed the bill through the
Senate. However, the company
which Wiggins was with struck
me as quite peculiar.
Wiggins was joined by a
group of retired generals and
admirals. This group of distinguished military men represented an organization called
Mission: Readiness. According to their website, “Mission:
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5 high school graduates who
tried to join the Army could
not score highly enough on
the military’s entrance exam to
be allowed to serve.” Mission:
Readiness views high quality
pre-kindergarten as a solution
to the often interconnectedness
of poor education, crime and
obesity. I believe the reasoning behind having adequately
educated soldiers is simple.
The evolution of warfare and
the rise of more technologically
sophisticated weaponry call for
well-educated soldiers.
I found a chart in the report
“Human Intelligence: All Humans, All Minds, All the Time”
provided by Robert D. Steele,
retired Marine Corps infantry
solider and intelligence officer,
that clearly outlines the growth
in the information that needed
to be known in warfare. Steele
broke it down in generational
terms. For example, in first generational warfare we needed
to know “where is the (other)
army?” Fourth generational
warfare we had to “watch every non-state actor.” And in the

current generation of warfare
we have to incessantly process
new information daily and “(be
aware of) 183 languages, and
put our own strategy, policy,
structure, and budget in order.”
Frankly, I think it is strikingly
clear why we need highly educated soldiers. However, I understand the obstacles that will
emerge if we begin actively promoting the lack of high quality
pre-kindergarten as a national
security. Oh, I can already visualize the political media pundits.
I will conclude by stating
that I think the future of conversations regarding the intertwinement of these two issues
is promising. Even if the link
between national security and
pre-K is not as clear or strong as
some would argue, what harm
can happen from strengthening
not only our state’s early education program, but the nation’s?
None whatsoever.

in the United States. Apparently keeping up with Egypt was
too complicated for Kerry.
If the words “John Kerry”
and “yacht” seem to ring a bell
with you, it may be because
Kerry dodged a half million
dollars in taxes owed for that
very same yacht. Granted, he
cut a check to Massachusetts
for that amount once he was
caught, but that’s equivalent to
a kid putting the cookie back in
the jar when mom catches him
before dinner. This is the same
Kerry that promised in the
2004 presidential campaign
to raise taxes on households
making over $200,000 a year.
Doesn’t quite add up, does it?
All of this is coming from the
man who is currently in the
highest diplomatic position in
the United States, and thus, the
world. If he had simply been
on his yacht during the Egyptian uprising, then he likely
would have only caught a little
bit of flak. However, when you
add in the facts that the State
Department lied about it and
that Kerry was uninformed

about the political landscape in
Egypt, then the situation jumps
from practically nothing to a
whole lot of something.
Additionally, this is not
the first time that Americans
have seen Obama’s State Department in such a negative
light. Add to that the current
conceptions of the NSA and
Justice Department and IRS,
and Americans are seeing an
administration
floundering.
Which agency is next?
Trenton Winford is a public policy leadership major from Madison.

Tim Abram is a public policy major from Horn Lake. Follow him on
Twitter @Tim_Abram.
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Readiness is (a) nonpartisan national security organization for
senior retired military leaders
calling for smart investments in
America’s children.” The juxtaposition of pre-K and national
security potentially has the ability to spark a discourse about
the importance of high-quality
early education as it pertains to
national security that currently
does not exist.
The findings of the report, “A
Commitment to Pre-Kindergarten is a Commitment to National Security: High Quality Early
Childhood Education Saves
Billions While Strengthening
Our Military and Our Nation,”
provide insight that should concurrently be alarming and also
viewed as rationale to bolster
our early education efforts.
The report cites a Department of Defense statistic that indicates “75 percent of all young
Americans are unable to join
the military because they are
too poorly education, have a
serious criminal record, or too
overweight.” Furthermore, the
report stated, “More than 1 in

BY TRENTON WINFORD
tgwinford@bellsouth.net

Beginning late last week and
continuing now, Egypt is in
turmoil. For the second time
in three years an uprising of
Egyptians has ousted the established government. In the
process an American citizen
was killed, and American diplomats were removed from
Cairo.
As the American response,
Secretary of State John Kerry,
America’s top diplomat, decided to spend time on his $7 million yacht. Due to the advancements of modern technology,
it is entirely feasible that Kerry
could accomplish just as much
from his yacht as he could from
his office. However, the situation gets sticky when the State
Department officially says that

Secretary Kerry was not on his
yacht and any claim otherwise
was false.
In response to the official
statement by the State Department, a picture of Kerry getting
onto his yacht from a singleperson kayak went viral. Later,
the State Department conceded that Kerry was “briefly” on
his yacht, claiming that it did
not interfere with his work.
Stop. Rewind.
So, not only was Kerry
spending time on his yacht
while chaos unfolded in Egypt
which included Americans
in the crossfire, but the State
Department was willing to lie
about it. Additionally, the same
reporter that tweeted the first
picture of Kerry on the yacht
followed it up the next day
with another picture of Kerry
on the yacht that day as well.
This all comes after Kerry reportedly called Mohamed Kamel Amr asking if he was still
Egypt’s foreign minister hours
after Amr announced that he
had resigned from office and
the news had been reported on
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Correction:
The Daily Mississippian
published incorrect information
on the front page of the July 2
edition in an article about the
Nu Upsilon Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha. The Nu Upsilon
chapter competed against six
other teams in the Southern
Regional
Convention.
References to dancing and
step dances in the article and
accompanying photo caption
were incorrect; the correct
terms are stepping and hops.
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POPULATION,
continued from page 1

and leisure pursuits often intertwine.”
“It’s pretty cool that Oxford
gets recognized like that,”
said William Brand, a junior
business major from Jackson.
“I’ve always known it’s a great
place; now it’s getting the exposure it deserves.”
On top of the positive press,
the job trends in Oxford and
Lafayette County are also
appealing. The Chamber of
Commerce is projecting a
19.9 percent increase in jobs
over the next 10 years. This
increase would be a great
benefit to a city whose unemployment rate consistently
stays below the national average.
The city has been able to
withstand the increase so far,
and according to city planner
Tim Akers, Oxford is prepared to deal with continued
growth.
“The city currently has the
infrastructure capacity and/or
financial ability to serve this
growth,” Akers said. “(For
the future) the city also has in
place a comprehensive plan
and related Land Development Code to manage future
growth.”
One of the many strategies
listed in the 75-page plan intended to help accommodate
for Oxford’s projected population increase is to “Reinforce the Square.” This srategy is meant to improve the
parking situation, promote a
pedestrian design, promote a
mix of residential and commercial use and promote
historic conservation. Also
mentioned are transportation improvements, parks and
recreation facilities, fire and
police protection, waste management, water systems and
commercial and residential
land use.
The strategies that have
been put in place should improve the city of Oxford, as
well as accommodate for the
future influx of population.
The full land use plan can be
read at oxfordms.net/departments/planning.

Miss. public universities plan tuition increases
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Tuition at Mississippi’s eight
public universities will increase by an average of more
than 6 percent this fall, an
amount universities say is
needed to make up for the lingering effects of state aid cuts
during the recession.
State College Board figures
show the average price for
two semesters of full-time tuition and fees will rise by an
average of $381. That puts it
at $6,329.
The College Board voted in
spring 2012 on a two-year tuition plan and didn’t vote on
the subject this year. Higher
Education
Commissioner
Hank Bounds said schools
were given the option to
change plans this spring, but
none chose to.
“We recognize that it places a burden on students and
we are doing everything we
can to minimize increases,”
Bounds said.
In November, the board
approved $50-a-semester facilities fee for students at Mississippi State University and
the University of Mississippi.
Those extra fees mean the
state’s two largest universities

are raising their prices by the
largest percentages — 8.1 percent at MSU and 7.6 percent
at Ole Miss.
Most students don’t pay the
sticker price, thanks to federal, state and college-based aid.
Larry Sparks, the vice chancellor for administration and
finance at Ole Miss, pointed
to the Ole Miss Opportunity
program, created in 2010 to
cover the cost of tuition, room
and board for Mississippi residents whose families make
$30,000 or less per year.
“We are doing our best to
maintain affordability for as
many of our students as we
can,” he said.
Still, increasing college
costs are far outstripping stagnant family incomes. In-state
tuition has gone up 57 percent
since the fall of 2004, while
household incomes have
been flat in Mississippi. It now
takes about 16 percent of the
typical Mississippi family’s income to pay for one year of
college at a state university,
not counting room, board or
other costs.
As costs outstrip family incomes, more students are
borrowing to pay for school.

More than half of students at
the state’s eight public universities had federally-financed
student debt in 2011, with
the average student borrowing more than $6,000. The
numbers are higher at some
schools. Federal figures show
90 percent of Mississippi Valley State University undergraduates had loans in 2011,
owing an average of more
than $7,800.
Universities say they need
more money to increase faculty salaries, cover operation
costs and make up for cuts to
state aid during the recession.
“We need the tuition increase to try to make up
ground lost over the last five
years,” said MSU spokesman
Sid Salter.
State aid to universities is
going up in the budget year
that began Monday, but not
enough to make up for years
of cuts. On a per-student basis, aid shrank even more during the economic downturn,
because enrollment across the
eight-university system rose
about 14 percent between fall
2007 and fall 2012.
“State general support appropriations and tuition are
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our two major sources of
operational funds,” Valley
spokeswoman Jennifer Freeman said in a statement. “Tuition increases have been necessitated by rising cost and
state support that has declined
over time.”
Both Ole Miss and MSU
gave raises to employees at
the start of the budget year.
Ole Miss set aside a pool of
about $4 million to be distributed for raises. That would
have been enough for a 3
percent across-the-board increase. However, raises were
given based on merit or for
employees whose compensation was far behind peers at
other schools, not across-theboard.
At MSU, the school set
aside a pool worth 1.5 percent. Spokesman Sid Salter
said individual departments
were allowed to chip in other
funds, meaning the average
raise was closer to 2 percent.
Mississippi
universities
typically pay less than their
southern peers, according to
College Board figures. But
Bounds notes that the market
for academic talent is nationwide, not local.
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Southside Gallery features William Faulkner-inspired art
BY ANN-MARIE HEROD
aherod@go.olemiss.edu

Beginning Tuesday night
Southside Gallery will be
showcasing the artwork of
artist Boyd Saunders for the
month of July. The exhibit will
feature a plethora of artwork
from Saunders including artwork inspired by novels written by William Faulkner.
“We have on display a lot of
his work but towards the front
you see some of his work
based off Faulkner,” said Will

Cook, Southside Gallery director. “We have illustrations
of the spotted horse from the
‘Spotted Horses’ as well as illustrations from ‘The Sound
and the Fury.’”
Saunders, who currently
lives in South Carolina, taught
at the University of South
Carolina from 1965 till 2001.
He actually contacted Southside about exhibiting his artwork and Cook jumped at the
opportunity.
“It was such great timing, but
this is not something that was

PHOTO COURTESEY OF SOUTHSIDE GALLERY | The Daily Mississippian

A piece of art from Boyd Saunders’ collection featured at Southside Gallery

a coincidence,” Cook said.
“We strategically planned this.
With the Faulkner conference
coming up we couldn’t think
of a better time to show.”
As a part of the Faulkner
conference, the gallery will
be hosting a reception where
people in the community can
come and talk about Faulkner
and his work. Not only will
Saunders’ work be on display
but artwork from Faulkner’s
wife Estelle Faulkner will be
on display as well.
Saunders founded and is
past president of the Southern Graphics Council. During
one conference University
of Mississippi art professor
Thomas Dewey was able to
meet Saunders. Dewey, who
didn’t favor Faulkner’s writings did love Saunders’ illustrations of his work because
it adds another dimension to
it. Not only is Dewey a fan
of Saunders, but he has also
written extensively about his
work.
During the sixties, Saunders attended Ole Miss where
he received an MFA degree
in Fine Art. While he was
here he met the late William

PHOTO COURTESEY OF SOUTHSIDE GALLERY | The Daily Mississippian

A piece of art from Boyd Saunders’ collection featured at Southside Gallery

Faulkner.
“He actually met Faulkner
accidentally, he was out drawing out in the woods between
Rowan Oak and the art museum,” Dewey said. “While
he was sketching, a man approached him with a pipe in
his hand and a smoking jacket
on. He introduced himself as
Faulkner, who Boyd had never seen.
“I’ve known (Saunders) a
long time. He has such great
craftsmanship and I admire

his work. That’s why I decided to write about him. He
is such a wonderful craftsman
and very fluid with his work.
No one before him went so
far as to animate Faulkner’s
characters and bring them to
life. Bringing those images
and their characters’ flaws to
life.”
Saunders’ work will be on
display at Southside Gallery
from July 9 – Aug. 3. The Oxford Arts Crawl is Tuesday,
July 23, 6–8 p.m.

Eighteen students from Osaka Gakuin University in Osaka, Japan, will participate in the Intensive English Program at The University of Mississippi August 17 – September 14.
These 18-20 year olds are beginning English students and are eager to learn as much English and as much about American culture as they can during their visit.
The University is seeking locals with a willingness and interest in learning about other cultures and sharing their lives and homes to host these students.
If interested, review the Homestay Host Expectations below. If at any time you have questions about the application process, please contact the
Office of International Outreach by phone at (662) 915-3766 or by email at exchange@olemiss.edu*.
PLEASE CONSIDER APPLYING FOR THE INTENSIVE ENGLISH HOMESTAY PROGRAM IF YOU:
• Have regular time to spend with students placed in your home,
• Own the required house accessories such as TV, DVD player,
usually during meal times or evenings.
Internet, and stereo, and are willing to allow students to use them,
especially if it is required for homework purposes.
• Can provide 2 meals a day: Breakfast (student can prepare his/her
own) and Supper (prepared by host and should be eaten with the
• Are willing to accommodate students with diet requirements
hosts when possible). Classes are held Monday–Friday between
and/or allergies.
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Students do have some weekend/evening activities • Can provide a private bedroom with a bed and access to a
with the University.
quiet space for completing homework.
• Live near an OUT bus line or can provide transportation.
* Please note that our communication is primarily by e-mail and secondarily by phone, so hosts are required to have at least one working
email address and a voicemail to receive messages from the Office of International Outreach.

Office of International Outreach • http://www.outreach.olemiss.edu/exchange/OGUHost.html
(662) 915-3766 • exchange@olemiss.edu
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First novel in Mike Mullin’s apocalyptic series sends shivers
BY ALEX GRYDER
ajgryder@go.olemiss.edu

With the final installment
to the “Ashfall” trilogy,
“Sunrise,” expected to be released sometime in the next
year, Mike Mullin has created an exciting apocalyptic
series that can send an eerily
realistic shiver down a reader’s back.
The first book in the series,
“Ashfall,” happened to find
me while I was browsing on
Amazon. I am huge fan of
adventure stories. I am an
even bigger fan of male narrators. I think it may have to
do with the fact that I am a
girl and it’s nice to be able
to look inside a male mind
every so often.
The story is about a young
man’s survival while searching for his family after a super volcano erupts under
Yellowstone National Park
and destroys his home town.
He struggles through a landscape that has been torched
by the volcano leaving nothing but darkness and ash.
He meets a fellow survivor,
Darla, and together they
fight for survival in the new
world around them.
Mullin did a fantastic job
making me believe that a
volcano had just erupted and
caused mass panic through-

out the United States. Alex
is one of the most dynamic
characters in the Young
Adult genre that I’ve read
in a while; however, he annoyed me in the beginning
of the novel. He was very
innocent and spoiled and
seemed to take it personally that the volcano erupted
at an inconvenient time for
him. Alex seemed unable
to comprehend how anyone
could lose their humanity
in a time when it was most
needed. He’s a prime example of someone who needs to
be told, “Not everyone can
be like you.” He may have
been able to gain my respect
when he left his ash-covered
hometown had it not been
for the reason that he was
scared of staying where he
was.
This is the part where everyone begins to complain.
“My god. Are we ever going to see civilization again?”
is a main thought that ran
through my head for who
knows how many pages. I
sadly read this book on my
Kindle and I’m stuck in the
generation without page
numbers. Mullin seems to
be a very cut-and-dry writer,
and it is not a bad thing. I’m
a big fan of John Green and
I can sometimes get caught
up in flowery language. Mul-

lin does not seem like a flowery kind of guy, and his novel has no room for flowery
language. I mean, this is a
story about a super volcano
covering the world in ash! It
was tough, straightforward,
and disturbing with many
graphic and horrific scenes. I
found myself curling up in a
ball during the scenes where
Alex was trying to find food.
The most horrifying idea in
this novel is the fact that this
could actually happen; however, it is an unlikely occurrence.
After what felt like an
eternity, Alex finally comes
across a farm where he meets
Darla. This is where he starts
to change from the naive boy
I met in the beginning of the

story to the strong young
man; girls seem to have this
affect on males. What I appreciated, and I know a lot
of other people did too,
about their relationship is
that it was not “Twilight.”
There was no “love at first
sight” or “I’m going to die if
I don’t kiss you right now”
in this novel. It felt real, true
and genuine. Darla is a badass. She’s probably one of
the toughest girls in Young
Adult today.
Would I have liked flowery language? Yes. Would I
have liked longer sentence
structure? Yes. Would that
have worked for this novel?
No.
Last thoughts: I’d give it
4 out of 5 stars. I really en-

PHOTO FROM ASHFALL.COM | The Daily Mississippian

joyed Mullin’s first novel
and I will be reading “Ashen
Winter,” the sequel to “Ashfall,” very soon.
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specialty clinics at North Mississippi Medical Center,
our expertise is closer than ever.

Where
Every Child
Matters
30565

lebonheur.org

30454
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Garfield

By Jim davis

31335

The fusco BroThers

By J.c. duffy

dilBerT

By scoTT adams

NoN sequiTur

By Wiley

dooNesBury

By Garry Trudeau

Now offering brand new units
as well as short-term leases
(limited availability)

SUDOKU©

Located on
Old Taylor Road
Oxford, MS 38655

662.234.8718 Call for prices 9 am to 3 pm Mon.-Fri.
8

Buy It. Sell It.

Find It.

7
1

in the DM Classifieds.

31360
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1 2 8
9 5 7
6 4 3
8 3 1
7 9 5
6 2
4
2

7

6

5 1 9
3 8 4
© 2012 KrazyDad.com
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Sudoku #8
7 4 2 3
6 1 9 7
3 8 5 9
4 9 3 6
1 2 6 8
5 7 8 2
9 6 4 5
2 3 1 4
5 7 1

1 3

Amenities:

tough
8

8

• Water
• Trash

• Two Swimming Pools • 24-hour Fitness Center
• Grand Clubhouse
• Tennis Courts
• Tanning Beds
• Walking Trail

5

5
6 4
8

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Rent Includes:

• Basic Cable
• Internet Access

5 3 2
3 4 5
9 6 8
1 2 4
2 9 1
8 5 7
7 8 3
6 7 9
4 1 6

7

2 7 6

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

Sudoku #7
4 1 7 8 6
6 8 9 7 2
5 2 3 4 1
7 9 5 6 3
8 4 6 5 7
1 3 2 9 4
9 6 4 1 5
3 5 1 2 8
3 9

1

9

8

8 6

HOW TO PLAY

7

9 6 4

Tough Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 4

Puzzles by KrazyDad

Want to help me replace my broken pencil sharpener?
You can make a donation at http://krazydad.com
Thank you!

atch area

5
9 3
2

• Washer and Dryer
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Refrigerator with Ice Maker
• Built-in Microwave
• Ceiling Fans
• Over 1100 Square Feet Heated
• Two Full Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Outside Storage

2

Sudoku #8
2

We offer luxury two bedroom/
two bath apartment homes
that come fully equipped with:
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To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Apartment for Rent

Room for Rent

Large 2 bedroom/ 2.5 bath townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
the park at oxford now leasing
for fall. 2BR/1BA like new condo with
all appliances, W/D, pool, fitness room.
$850 per month including cable, internet, water, sewer service. Walking distance to campus! 662-816-4293 www.
theparkatoxford.com
MOLLY BARR TRAILS now leasing for
Fall 2013. Spacious 2BR/2BA condos
with all appliances, gym and swimming
pool, walking distance to campus. $525
per bed space including cable, internet,
water, sewer. No Security Deposit if
lease signed in July! Perfect for graduate and professional school students.
(662)816-8800
www.mollybarrtrails.
com
Available Now Apartment for rent at
The Cove. 2BD $680/month, $680 security deposit. Call (662)234-1422
Are you tired of roommates?
1 bedroom 1 bath with study. 2950 S.
Lamar. On O.U.T. bus route. Single Student Occupancy. $435 month (662)8320117

TOWNHOME Walk to the Square. THE
PARK 2 bdr. 1-1/2 bath. Free Internet.
Free cable Pool gym $850.00 plus deposit. Avail. August 1 (404)434-8056
One bedroom in 3 Br Turnbury Condo $350+Ut 901 262 1855

House for Rent
GREAT 3BED/2BA HOME FOR RENT
at Huntington Place. Vaulted ceilings,
granite counter tops, stainless steel
appliances, washer/dryer. Storage facility included. Great location. $1,000
per month. Call 662/202-6785 for more
information.
2 BR 2 Full Bath 700/ mnth 500/ deposit Frig/ Oven (662)473-4333
3BDR/2BA
Quite
Neighborhood,
12 month lease, NO PETS. $835.
(662)234-0539
For sale or rent 3 bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, hardwood floors, fireplace,
deck, lots of extras, 5 minutes from
square, $129,900 or $1250 to rent
(662)816-9605
1 Year old 3 bed 2.5 bath Tanglewood 107. No pets allowed. Located
right off the square. $2300/ month.
Available in August (662)513-9990
3 bed 2 bath newly renovated
Pets allowed, large yard. $1200/ month.
Call Summit (662)513-9990
Brand new 5 bed 5 bath 1301 Access Rd. #1 and #2. No pets allowed.
$575/ bedroom. (662)513-9990
4 bed 2 bath 228 CR 303 Old Taylor Rd. Pets ok if under 15 lbs. $1400/
month. (662)513-9990

Condo for Rent
Pool Side Townhome 2BR/2BTH
for full time rental. 1 mile from campus.
Gated community. $850 month 601906-8653

HIGHPOINTE CONDO
FOR RENT

Three bedroom/ three bath, townhouse
style condo. gated community, with security system in unit; all appliances, incl.
w/d. Excellent community for students
or families. $1230.00 per month. Call:
901-570-2221

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition. Gated w/
Pool. Available AUG 1st. $1315 mo.
mcilravy4@gmail.com (757)560-6281
OXFORD SQUARE TOWNHOMES
now leasing for Fall. 2BR/2BA like
new condo with all appliances, W/D,
swimming pool. Walking distance to
campus and law school. $400 per bed
space including water, sewer. 662-8163955
www.oxfordsquarecondos.com
(662)816-8800

Turnberry 3BR/2BT
PLUS Bonus

Separate room for study or overnight
guests. Closest to campus. 50 yards
to bus stop on direct line to campus.
Ample parking, great pool and work out,
all appliances. 2nd floor with elevator.
Available on August 1st. $500 per person. (770)425-5053
Condo for Rent 3BR/3Bath 1602
West Jackson Willow Oaks, available
in August, 1050.00 per month, call
662-844-1042 or 662-213-2840
CONDOS FOR RENT 3 BEDROOM 2
BATH LOCATED AT TURNBERRY. INCLUDES INTERNET, CABLE, POOL,
TENNIS COURTS AND LESS THAN
1 MILE FROM CAMPUS. CONTACT
WILL GUEST AT GUEST REALTY
AND LAND 662 832 3987.
3bedroom/2bath condo at Cypress Glen. $400/rm/mth, $400 dep.
(662)419-5083 (662)489-7964
Nice 2BR 2.5BA Condo Quiet area.
Harris Grove Condos, (662)871-9800
(662)255-8443 (662)844-6383

Weekend Rental
WEEKEND RENTALS Short-term rentals including event weekends. Lots of
availability! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

Full-time
EMBER’S BISCUITS & BBQ - NOW
Accepting Applications - Full time and
Part time positions available - visit us
and apply on location - 1703 University
Ave
Stylists needed! New salon opening on the square in downtown Oxford.
Call Mandy (714)944-9119
20 Temp Farm Workers 08/16/1306/16/14 $9.50 P/H. 8:30 AM-2:30 PM
Prepare fields for cultivation: Make
rows, plants, transplant, mulch, cover,
fertilize, irrigate and harvest. Walking, bending, reaching or kneeling at
ground level for prolonged periods of
time. Grade and facepack. Work in all
kinds of weather. Planting & harvesting
strawberries by hand. All tools supplied.
Transportation & subsistence supplied
after 50% work contract completed.
Return transportation at end 3/4 guaranteed contract. Housing supplied if not
in local commuting area Landry Poche
Strawberry Farm, Inc. Contact SWA at
nearest LA Workforce Commission using JOB LA 454172.
20 Temp Farm Workers 08/16/1306/16/14 $9.50 P/H. 8:30 AM-2:30 PM
Prepare fields for cultivation: make
rows, plants, transplant, mulch, cover,
fertilize, irrigate and harvest. Walking, bending, reaching or kneeling at
ground level for prolonged periods of
time. Grade and facepack. Work in all
kinds of weather. Planting & harvesting
strawberries by hand. All tools supplied.
Transportation & subsistence supplied
after 50% work contract completed.
Return transportation at end 3/4 guaranteed contract. Housing supplied if not
in local commuting area Landry Poche
Strawberry Farm, Inc. Contact SWAMS
WIN Job Ctr using JOB LA 454172.
03 Temp. farm workers 03/15/1301/15/14 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. $9.50 P/H
Prepare fields by hand. Weeding by
hand. Planting sugarcane. Walk, lift up
to 50 pounds. Pulling weeds by hand.
All tools and equipment supplied. Transportation and subsistence provided after 50% OF WORK CONTRACT COMPLETED. Return transportation at end of
3/4 guaranteed contract. Shared housing of outside local commuting area.
Hebert Bros Farms, Inc. Thibodaux, LA
Refer to JOB Number 440548 contact
MS WIN Job Ctr

Need to get it sold?
Looking for a home?
Need to get it rented?
Looking for a rental?
Need to get a job?
Looking for an employee?
Place your ad here!
Look here for an ad!

04 TEMP. FARM WORKERS 03/15/1301/15/14 $9.50 P/H 7:00AM-1:00PM
Planting by hand. Cultivation of sugarcane. Planting and harvesting sugarcane. Must be able to lift 50 lbs. Repetitive walking, stooping and kneeling.
Work in all kinds of weather. Once hired
random drug test(at no cost to the worker). All tools and equipment supplied.
Transportation & subsistence provided
after 50% of work contract completed.
Return transportation end of 3/4 guaranteed contract. Shared housing if outside
local commuting area. AJW Farms Inc,
Vacherie, LA Ref: Job# 440040 contact
MS WIN Job Ctr
07 TEMP FARM WORKERS 03/15/1301/15/14 $9.50 P/H 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
Preparing field for cultivation. Planting
and harvesting sugarcane & soybeans.
Extensive walking. All tools and equipment supplied. Trans. and subsistence.
provided after 50% of work contract
completed. Return trans. at the end of
3/4 guaranteed contract completed.
Shared housing if outside of commuting area. Worker will walk, lift up to 50
lbs. Stooping, bending, reaching or
kneeling repetitively for prolonged periods of time. Work is done in all kinds
of weather. Ronald R. Hebert Inc., Jeanerette, LA 70544 contact MS WIN Job
Ctr.: Job# 440786.
07 Temp. farm workers 03/06/1301/06/14 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. $9.50 P/H
Prepare fields by hand. Weeding by
hand. Planting & harvesting sugarcane.
Walk, lift up to 50 pounds. Pulling weeds
by hand. All tools and equipment supplied. Transportation and subsistence
provided after 50% OF WORK CONTRACT COMPLETED. Return transportation at end of 3/4 guaranteed contract.
Shared housing of outside local commuting area. Ellendale Farms, Houma,
LA. Refer to JOB Number 439964 contact MS WIN Job Ctr
05 Temp. farm workers 03/15/1301/15/14 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. $9.50
P/H Prepare fields by hand. Weeding
by hand. Planting & harvesting sugarcane. Walk, lift up to 50 pounds. Pulling
weeds by hand. All tools and equipment
supplied. Transportation and subsistence provided after 50% OF WORK
CONTRACT COMPLETED. Return
transportation at end of 3/4 guaranteed
contract. Shared housing of outside local commuting area. Olivia Plantation,
Plaquemine, LA. Refer to JOB Number
440616 contact MS WIN Job Ctr
July7_MCAN_46Web

Reach 2.2 Million Readers Across The State Of Mississippi
Auctions

E m p l o y m e n t-T r u c k i n g

Services

ESTATE AUCTIONS
Columbia Auction Company
2-4 Estate Liquidations Every Month!
For Details Or To Join Our Mailing List:
Go To www.colauc.com
or email: colauc@gmail.com
601-736-2522
Jennings Gilmore, ML#452.

Driver Trainees Needed Now!
Become a driver for Werner
Enterprises. Earn $800 per week! Local
CDL Training. 1-800-350-7364.
Drivers - CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED!
Solos up to 38¢/mile.
50¢/mile for Hazmat Teams.
New Trucks Arriving Daily!
800-942-2104
ext. 7308 or 7307
www.TotalMS.com
DRIVERS - Class “A” CDL Holders
Needed in the Columbia, Meridian,
Roxie, Taylorsville, Vicksburg and Yazoo
City areas. Home daily, paid by load.
Paid orientation, benefits and bonuses.
Forest Products Transports. 800-9255556.
DRIVERS: Run FB with WTI. Be home
through the week and weekends. Start up
to 28% plus fuel bonus. New equipment.
BCBS. Experience needed. LP available.
Call 877-693-1305.
EARNING BETTER PAY IS ONE STEP
AWAY! Averitt offers CDL-A Dedicated
and Regional Drivers Excellent Benefits
and Hometime. CDL-A required. 888362-8608. Recent Grads with a CDL-A,
1-5 weeks Paid Training. Apply online at
AverittCareers.com Equal Opportunity
Employer.
SEC TRUCK DRIVER TRAINING. CDL
and refresher classes start every Monday.
Financing available for those who qualify,
jobs available now! Call 1-877-2858621 Mon. - Fri., 8 am - 5 pm C#618.

CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
for safe and affordable medications. Our
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
will provide you with savings of up to 90
percent on all your medication needs.
Call today 1-800-823-2564, for $10.00
off your first prescription and free shipping.
DISH TV Retailer - Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12 months) and HighSpeed Internet starting at $14.95 month
(where available). SAVE! Ask about SAME
DAY installation! CALL now! 1-800-3192526.
Highspeed Internet EVERYWHERE by
satellite! Speeds up to 12mbps! (200x
faster than dial-up.) Starting at
$49.95/month. CALL NOW AND GO
FAST! 1-888-720-5752.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Huge Contractors’ Const. Equip. & Truck Auction

THURSDAY, JULY 18 • 8AM
TH

Highway 19 S • Philadelphia, Mississippi
10% Administrative Fee on the first $2500 of each lot and a
1% Administrative Fee on the remaining balance of each lot.

Day 1: Dump Trucks, Truck Tractors,
Specialty Trucks, Trailers, Farm Tractors, 1ton Trucks, Vehicles, Watercraft, RVs,
Related Attachments, Misc. Items
Day 2: Construction Equip., Forklifts,
Service Trucks, Water Trucks, Fuel/Lube
Trucks, Support Equip., Logging Equip.,
Aircraft, Related Attachments, Misc. Items

Check our website for an daily-updated listing.
www.deancoauction.com
Full Payment Due Day of Sale

Deanco Auction

Toll Free: 877.898.5905
Phone: 601.656.9768 Fax: 601.656.0192
1042 Holland Ave • Philadelphia, MS 39350
Auctioneer: Donnie W Dean MSAL 733, MSGL 835F

Classes/Training
AIRLINES CAREERS begin here Become an Aviation Maintenance Tech.
FAA approved training. Financial aid if
qualified - Housing available. Job placement assistance. CALL Aviation Institute of
Maintenance, 866-367-2510.
MEDICAL OFFICE TRAINEES NEEDED!
Train for a career in Healthcare
Management! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
Advanced College gets you job ready! HS
diploma/GED & PC/Internet needed. 1888-512-7117.

E m p l o y m e n t-T r u c k i n g

The DM Classifieds WORK!

12 TEMP. FARM WORKERS 03/15/1301/15/14 $9.50 P/H 7:00 AM-1:00 PM
Planting by hand. Cultivation of sugarcane. Planting and harvesting sugarcane by hand. Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
Repetitive walking, stooping and kneeling. Work in all kinds of weather. Once
hired random drug test (at no cost to the
worker). All tools and equipment supplied. Transport & subsistence provided
after 50% of work contract completed.
Return transportation end of 3/4 guarantee contract. Shared housing if outside
local commuting area. Gons Go, LLC,
New Iberia, LA Ref: Job# 440591contact MS WIN Job Ctr
06 Temp. workers 03/01/1312/31/13 8:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M. Planting
sugarcane by hand. Walk, lift up to 50
pounds. Pulling weeds by hand. Harvesting sugarcane and soybeans. All
tools and equipment supplied. Transportation and subsistence provided
after 50% OF WORK CONTRACT
COMPLETED. Return transportation at
end of 3/4 guaranteed contract. Shared
housing of outside local commuting
area. Jordan Newton Inc. Bunkie, Louisiana Contact MS WIN Job Ctr. Refer to
Job # LA 4438987. (225)686-173
10 Temp. farm workers 03/01/1312/31/13 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. $9.50
P/H Prepare fields by hand. Weeding
by hand. Planting & harvesting sugarcane, wheat, soybeans, crawfish and
rice. Walk, lift up to 50 pounds. Pulling
weeds by hand. All tools and equipment
supplied. Transportation and subsistence provided after 50% OF WORK
CONTRACT COMPLETED. Return
transportation at end of 3/4 guaranteed
contract. Shared housing of outside local commuting area. He Harper Farms
/ Harper& Sons Inc., Cheneyville, LA.
Refer to JOB Number 438995 contact
MS WIN Job Ctr
07 Temp. farm workers 03/01/1301/01/14 7:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. $9.50 P/H
Prepare fields by hand. Weeding by
hand. Planting & harvesting sugarcane.
Lift up to 50 pounds. Pulling weeds by
hand. All tools and equipment supplied.
Transportation and subsistence provided after 50% OF WORK CONTRACT
COMPLETED. Return transportation at
end of 3/4 guaranteed contract. Shared
housing of outside local commuting
area. William Obrien Farms. Evergreen,
LA. Refer to JOB Number 439052 contact MS WIN Job Ctr

DEDICATED DRIVING OPPORTUNITIES
for team and solo drivers. Quality home
time, steady miles, high earnings. Enjoy
Transport America’s great driver experience! TAdrivers.com or 866-204-0648.

For Sale, Misc.
100
PERCENT
GUARANTEED
OMAHA STEAKS - SAVE 69% on The
Grilling Collection. NOW ONLY $49.99
plus 2 FREE GIFTS & right-to-the-door
delivery in a reusable cooler, ORDER
today! 1-888-713-1754. Use Code:
45102CSP
or
www.OmahaSteaks.com/gcoffer27.
PROFLOWERS - SEND FLOWERS FOR
ANY OCCASION! Prices starting at just
$19.99. Plus take 20% off your order over
$29. Go to www.Proflowers.com/fabulous
or call 1-888-727-9844.
ADVERTISE STATEWIDE in over 100
newspapers with one phone call. MS
Press. 601-981-3060 or your local paper.

Services-Legal
DIVORCE WITH or WITHOUT children $125. Includes name change and
property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy. Call 1-888733-7165 24/7.

Place Your Classified
Ad
STATEWIDE
In 103 Newspapers!
To order, call your
local newspaper or
MS Press Services at
601-981-3060.

STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to 25 words...........$210
1 col. x 2 inch.............$525
1 col. x 3 inch.............$800
1 col. x 4 inch...........$1050

Nationwide
Placement:
MPS can also place your ad
nationwide with convenient
one call/one bill service.
Call MPS at 601-981-3060 for
rates in other states.
Week of July 7, 2013

30555

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION

HIGH POINT Condo 2BR 2Ba W/D
Across Pool $900 901 262 1855
(662)429-0486
2-Bedroom, 2-Bath. Private, FullyFurnished [less beds] ground floor unit
@ The Mark. $940 includes everything
but electricity. Smoke free, no pets.
(662)588-6201
Park at Oxford Very nice 3-BR,
2-BA. One mile from campus and
Square. Cable and wifi included
plus pool and fitness. $1100 per mo
(662)832-5442
CONDOS FOR LEASE HighPointe,
Turnberry, 3/3.5 near Square. Charlotte
Satcher, Premier Properties of Oxford.
(662)801-5421

SPORTS
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Four Downs: The Predictions
The Daily Mississippian’s David Collier, Tyler Bischoff and John Luke McCord give their best shot at predicting next football season in part one of a series continuing
in Thursday’s paper.
Game 1: Ole Miss at
Vanderbilt

David Collier (@DavidLCollier): Ole Miss 34
Vanderbilt 20
The outcome of this game
could really change the outlook of Ole Miss’ season,
but I think they will finally break through and get
a much-needed win over
Vanderbilt after losing three
straight against the Commodores. Vanderbilt will be
replacing a lot on offense,
and the Rebels should get
enough production to wear
them out in the second half.
Tyler Bischoff (@Tyler_RSR): Ole Miss 38
Vanderbilt 31
Jordan Matthews torched
Ole Miss last year for 153
yards on nine catches. Ex-

pect him to start his season
off hot. The Commodores
have to replace quarterback Jordan Rodgers, but
Austyn Carta-Samuels, who
saw plenty of playing time
at Wyoming, will help fill
the void. Running back
Zac Stacey is gone as well,
but he had just two carries
in last year’s meeting that
Vanderbilt won. Ole Miss
gets enough done to end
Vanderbilt’s three game
winning streak in the series,
but it will be far from easy.
John Luke McCord (@
JLgrindin): Ole Miss 23
Vanderbilt 10
Ole Miss returns too much
on offense. While they
won’t score a ton, it is mainly due to shaking off the rust
in week one. Vandy will be
breaking in a new quarterback and while their offen-

sive line should be solid, the
experienced Rebel defense
should be able to stop an offense that will be shaking off
the rust as well.
Game 2: Southeast
Missouri State at Ole
Miss

Collier: Ole Miss 42
Southeast Missouri State 13
This will be a good opportunity for Ole Miss to
straighten some things out
before going into a brutal
stretch of their schedule.
The Rebels should put lots
of points up early and give
some younger players a
chance to get some valuable
experience, especially those
freshman that will be counted on later in the year.
Bischoff: Ole Miss 45
Southeast Missouri State 10
Southeast Missouri State
went 2-6 in the Ohio Valley
Conference last season. The
only non conference win
was against the Mars Hill
Mountain Lions. The only
fear in this game should
be that Southeast Missouri
State is in the same conference as Jacksonville State.
McCord: Ole Miss 45
Southeast Missouri State 6

Buy It.

This should be a rather
easy game for Ole Miss and
while I think the Rebels
will score a lot this season,
I think you’ll see them call
the dogs off here.
Game 3: Ole Miss at
Texas

Collier: Texas 27 Ole
Miss 24
After the Longhorns ran
wild over the Rebel defense
last season, Ole Miss will be
looking for revenge. It will
be a hard fought contest,
but Texas will have a long,
physical drive late to put the
winning field goal on the
board. The Rebels will learn
a lot about themselves, but it
will have to be a coachable
moment for Hugh Freeze
and his staff.
Bischoff: Texas 35 Ole
Miss 31
David Ash’s stat line last
year against Ole Miss: 19-23
(82.6 percent) 326 yards 4
TDs and 0 INT. That won’t
happen again but will Ole
Miss have enough to knock
off Texas in Austin? Has Ole
Miss improved by 35 points
from last season? Close but
not enough to get the upset.
McCord: Texas 34 Ole

Miss 27
The Texas offense should
be even better this season
and just good enough to
beat the road Rebels.
Game 4: Ole Miss at
Alabama

Collier: Alabama 37 Ole
Miss 20
Ole Miss will once again
have success against the
Crimson Tide, but the combination of A.J. McCarron,
T.J Yeldon and Amari Cooper will be too much for
the Rebel defense. Another
physical contest will wear
Ole Miss out in the second
half that makes what was a
close first half into an easy
Alabama victory.
Bischoff: Alabama 31
Ole Miss 16
Ole Miss has lost nine
straight games to Alabama.
The only time Ole Miss won
in Tuscaloosa was 1988. The
reigning champs will hold
off Ole Miss again this year.
McCord: Alabama 28
Ole Miss 17
While I think Ole Miss
will again play very physical and close with the defending champs, I think
they will again be too much
for the Rebels.

Sell It.

Find It.

in the DM Classifieds

ONLINE ONLY

9

1 LARGE 1 TOPPING

$

ENTER PROMO CODE:
MRSLICE9
We accept Visa, Master Card,
Discover, American Express,
and Ole Miss Express

31332

Attorney At LAw

662.234.7777

Dwight N. Ball is one of Mississippi’s foremost authorities in
Misdemeanor Criminal Law and Oxford’s Premier DUI Attorney
Over 40 years of experience in defending criminal misdemeanors
and expungement of criminal offenses
Appointments also available on Saturdays and Sundays

www.dwightnball.com
104 Courthouse Square • Oxford, Mississippi 38655

30489

